The past several years has witnessed a surge of interest in organometallic trihalide perovskites, which are at the heart of the new generation of solid-state solar cells. Here, we calculated the static conductivity of charged domain walls in n-and p-doped organometallic uniaxial ferroelectric semiconductor perovskite CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 using the Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) theory. We find that due to the charge carrier accumulation, the static conductivity may drastically increase at the domain wall by 3 -4 orders of magnitude in comparison with conductivity through the bulk of the material. Also, a two-dimensional degenerated gas of highly mobile charge carriers could be formed at the wall. The high values of conductivity at domain walls and interfaces explain high efficiency in organometallic solution-processed perovskite films which contains lots of different point and extended defects. These results could suggest new routes to enhance the performance of this promising class of novel photovoltaic materials.
Converting solar energy into electricity makes use of solar cells and is based on the photovoltaic effect. Single crystalline semiconductors such have been reported to achieve high power conversion efficiencies (25.6% for Si and 28.8% for GaAs) 1 . However, the manufacturing costs of single crystal solar cells are still relatively high so development of new technologies with lower production costs is of great interest. The past several years has witnessed a surge of interest in organometallic trihalide perovskites, which are at the heart of the new generation of solid-state solar cells [2] [3] [4] . In particular, methylammonium (MA) lead triiodide (CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 or MAPbI 3 ) has attracted the most attention in mesoscopic solar cells 5, 6 . The power conversion efficiency of these devices has shot up dramatically (and now exceeds 19%) 7 , which is the result of favorable properties combination of MAPbI 3 , including large absorption coefficient and long carrier diffusion lengths 5 . The structural, optical, and electronic properties of MAPbI 3 perovskites have been studied in great detail [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Perovskite β-MAPbI 3 belongs to the I4/mcm space group, and therefore, it is expected to be ferroelectric [13] [14] [15] . The current -voltage response of its bulk samples showed hysteretic behavior suggesting bulk ferroelectricity 13 . It was suggested that polarized ferroelectric domains within the β-MAPbI 3 film may act as small internal p-n junctions, aiding the separation of photoexcited electron and hole pairs which reduces recombination 16, 17 . Recently, dense β-MAPbI 3 thin films were investigated using piezoforce microscopy (PFM) 14 and the presence of relatively large (~100 nm) ferroelectric domains in solution-processed perovskite thin films were observed.
A presence of ferroelectric domains may explain some phenomena including the hysteresis in the current-voltage response 13, 18 and giant dielectric constant 11 . Also, ferroelectric domains should significantly change the transport of charge carriers and their recombination rate because domain walls may exhibit static interface conductivity which is orders of magnitude higher than conductivity in the bulk of the semiconductor 19, 20 . The structural and electronic properties of 180° and 90° ferroelectric domain walls in the CH 3 NH 3 PbX 3 (X = Cl, Br, I) materials were recently investigated by density functional theory based methods 21 . It was shown that organometal halide perovskites can form both charged and uncharged domain walls due to the flexible orientational order of the organic molecules. β-MAPbI 3 thin films used in solar cells are often mixed together with different meso-scale scaffolding materials 22 , and additional interfaces between ferroelectric domains and non-ferroelectric scaffolds should also influence the charge carriers transport.
Recently, it was shown that both electron and hole diffusion lengths are at least 100 nm in solution processed CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 8 , i.e., the high photoconversion efficiencies of these systems may stem from the comparable optical absorption and charge-carrier diffusion lengths. Another interesting feature is that the chemical and physical properties of organometallic trihalide perovskite materials strongly depend on the preparation method, and it may behave as p-or n-type semiconductors 13 . The presence of pre-existing charge carriers can also affect transport properties of the film. Using the electron and hole diffusion coefficients for MAPbI 3 (0.036 and 0.022 cm 2 /s) obtained from fitting the decay dynamics of photoluminescence spectra to the diffusion model 8 , one could estimate the mobility of the charge carriers using the Einstein's relation. At room temperature, one gets μ e ~ 1.5 cm 2 /(V·s) for the electron mobility which is significantly lower than the value of μ e ~ 66 cm 2 /(V·s) obtained from combined resistivity and Hall effect experimental data 13 . It means that simple diffusion of charge carriers through the bulk cannot account for the transport in this perovskite material.
In this context, we have investigated charge accumulation at ferroelectric domain walls in n-and pdoped β-MAPbI 3 thin films using the set of parameters taken from different experiments and existing first-principles calculations. MAPbI 3 is the organometallic trihalide material which has been investigated for a long time starting 1980s. Although other similar materials with the formula (RNH 3 )MX 3 (R is an organic group, R = H− , CH 3 − , NH 3 CH− , etc.; M is Pb or Sn; and X is a halogen I, Br, or Cl) could also be perspective for solar cells, existing experimental and theoretical data for them are incomplete and sometimes contradictory. In tetragonal β-MAPbI 3 one should expect two types of domain walls (90° and 180° walls) 23 . PFM studies show that ferroelectric domains in the β-MAPbI 3 thin films are clearly indicated by the complete 180° phase-contrast 14 , so one could consider 180° charged domain walls in uniaxial ferroelectric 19 as a model for domain walls. In reality, the considered system is more sophisticated and we have a thin MAPbI 3 film (with sub-micron thickness) which forms two interfaces with two solid electrodes (collectors for electrons and holes). There are inevitable lattice mismatch between the perovskite and materials of the electrodes, i.e., an interfacial stress is applied to the perovskite film at its both surfaces. This interfacial strain generates domain walls of different configurations (charged and uncharged) in the film depending on the direction and value of the strain, the temperature and other factors (see Ref. 24 for detailed review of the phase-field based modeling of these phenomena). Charged domain walls create strong electric field which causes free charge accumulation across the wall and sharply increase the domain-wall conductivity. In particular, a presence of meso-scale scaffolding (such as TiO 2 , Al 2 O 3 , etc.) used in perovskite solar cells 22 , provides tons of defects at which these walls could be pinned and exist in a steady state. Also, in real life operating conditions, perovskite film is far from equilibrium -it is illuminated by solar light and it is in contact with two electrodes with a potential between them. Therefore, charge carriers are generated by illumination and migrate across the interfaces between the film and electrodes. These processes can maintain the perovskite film in a 'transient regime' as an alternative to the domain wall relaxation 25 . Following Ref. 19 , let us first consider a head-to-head and tail-to-tail inclined wall in a uniaxial ferroelectric semiconductor doped with n-type impurity (for p-type doping the results are similar). A sketch of the charged walls is shown in Fig. 1 . We suggest that the domain wall is planar. For the uniaxial ferroelectrics, the electric field potential ϕ(ξ) and the ferroelectric polarization component P z (ξ) (order parameter) should be determined from the coupled Poisson and LGD equations (Supplementary), with boundary conditions of the potential vanishing far from the domain wall and the absolute value of P z (ξ) reaching the value of P S . Several equations for concentration of different charged species (electrons, holes, and charged donors and acceptor impurities), for generation of the electron-hole pairs, and carriers recombination were also added.
Then the static conductivity can be calculated as (ions are less mobile species so their contribution to the conductivity is neglected),
where q is the electron charge, n(ξ) and p(ξ) are electrons and holes concentrations at a distance ξ from the wall, μ e and μ p -the electron and hole mobility. To perform numerical calculations for domain walls, a significant number of different parameters is needed including dielectric function at different frequencies and polarizations, effective masses, coherence length, spontaneous polarization, etc. Fortunately, for the most investigated organometallic trihalide MAPbI 3 , one has a significant amount of experimentally measured and calculated parameters which are sufficient for the LGD based modeling. A detailed and accurate description of all the used parameters is provided in Supplementary. In particular, we found that typical concentrations of charge carriers injected by solar light do not exceed 10 13 -10 14 cm −3 which is lower than typical concentrations of impurities in doped semiconductors.
The concentration of electrons n(ξ) and charged donors N d + (ξ) as a function of the distance from the wall plane ξ (measured in the units of the correlation radius r c ), calculated for the inclined head-to-head domain walls with different slope angles θ and two different concentrations of donor impurities are shown in Figs 2(a,b) . Detailed information about electric field and polarization distribution near the wall is provided in Supplementary. The net electric field of the bound charge attracts free electrons. The electron concentration is the highest for the perpendicular wall (θ = π /2); it decreases with the bound charge decrease (θ decrease) and vanishes at θ = 0. The net electric field "repulses" ionized donors (neutralizes them in the region with excess concentrations of electrons) and forms ionized donor depletion region.
The electric field in the vicinity of the wall is mainly defined by the concentration of degenerated electron gas which does not depend on the doping level. The wall accumulates electrons from nearby region in order to compensate the effects of the bound charges at the domain wall (and polarization field discontinuity). The electron attraction to this region naturally stops when the electron concentration reaches a saturation level which depends only on the value of spontaneous polarization field. For the head-to-head domain walls and n-doped material, the concentration of charged donors is depleted in the wall region because the probability for a charged donor defect to become neutral increases with the increase of concentration of free electrons. Calculations also indicated that the hole concentration in the vicinity of the wall is much lower than the concentration of electrons (see Supplementary, Fig. S4(a) ), i.e., one can neglect hole related conductivity. Figures 2 (c,d ) also show the local-to-bulk conduction ratio, σ /σ bulk . As a result of electron accumulation near the head-to-head domain wall, the static conductance drastically increases at the wall -up to 2 -3 orders of magnitude for the dopant level of N d0 = 10 18 cm −3 and up to 4 orders of magnitude for N d0 = 10 17 cm
. This is not surprising because the "saturated" value of the electron concentration at the wall does not depend on N d0 while the electron concentration of the bulk is completely defined by N d0 (i.e., saturated n is smaller in the system with smaller N d0 ). Also, conductance in the direction parallel to the wall is maximal for a perpendicular wall (θ = π /2). For angle θ = 0, there is no current across the film because this domain wall does not accumulate any charge. It is apparent that the ratio goes up for smaller N d0 reaching the value of ~10 4 for N d0 = 10 17 cm −3 and θ = π /2. to both film interfaces with electron and hole conductors are oriented along z axis; ξ is the coordinate perpendicular to the wall; P S is the spontaneous ferroelectric polarization. For n-doped material, the excess negative charge is related to electrons while the excess positive charge -to both free-carrier holes and charged donor impurities.
For the tail-to-tail walls in n-doped semiconductors, the electric field potential at the tail-to-tail wall shows a very narrow and deep peak surrounded by a smooth, slowly growing "background" with the width strongly depending on N d0 (Supplementary, Figs. S6(a) and S6(c) ). The sharp dip corresponds to degenerated holes gas near the wall while the background is related to slow decay of the hole concentration to the saturated hole density at large distances which is several orders of magnitude lower than saturated electron density in n-doped semiconductor (Figs 3(a,b) ). Also, the background layer exhibits electron depletion due to electric field that pushes electrons away from both the dip and background regions.
Although there are differences in the behavior of positively (tail-to-tail) and negatively (head-to-head) charged domain walls, the highest charge carrier transport in both cases occurs in a thin layer near the wall. Also, each wall conducts only one type of charge carriers (electrons or holes), i.e., a significant spatial separation of charge carriers of different types takes place and should reduce the recombination of injected carriers. Holes accumulation near the tail-to-tail domain wall also drastically increases the static conductance at the wall (up to 4 orders of magnitude; Figs 3(c,d) ). At the tail-to-tail wall, however, the concentration of minority carriers (holes) significantly exceeds the concentration of majority carriers (electrons) only at the vicinity of the wall, i.e., holes conductance takes place only near the wall. The bulk (electron) conductance regime is reached at much larger distances from the wall. Therefore, tail-to-tail walls with high holes conductance are separated ("insulated") from the bulk material with electron conductance by a thicker electron depleted layer which should also reduce the possibility of recombination.
Before now, we considered the case of n doped semiconductor. The case of p doped material should be considered in similar way by permuting electron and hole densities and taking into account the concentration of negatively charged acceptor impurities instead of + N d considered above. It such case, head-to-head (tail-to-tail) walls are becoming holes (electrons) conductors.
Results presented in Fig. 2(a,b) which show independence of the electron concentration at the domain wall on the doping level, were obtained in assumption that the size of the domain is much larger than the thickness of the domain wall, and charge accumulation at the wall does not cause significant electron depletion in the bulk of the domain where the electron concentration still remains close to the bulk concentration n ∞ . However, for a finite size domain, depletion should be taken into account. , n max ~ 5n ∞ , i.e., the concentration of accumulated electrons at the walls should be significantly lower than values of 10 3 -10 4 n ∞ obtained in an assumption that domains are very large and depletion may be neglected. However, even if we do not reach the regime of degenerated two-dimensional charge carrier gas at the domain walls (i.e., because the density of domain walls is large, charge carriers at each of them are collected from rather small spatial regions, and the density at the wall is much below the 'quantum limit'), we still benefit from charge separation and thus spatially separated charge accumulation. This effect suppresses recombination of free charge carriers and is favorable for the device efficiency.
For the minority charge carriers (holes in n-doped material) the situation is even worse. The holes concentration generated by natural solar light does not exceed 10 13 -10 14 cm
. Therefore, in order to reach the quantum degenerated regime at the tail-to-tail wall with hole concentration of 10 20 -10 21 cm
( Fig. 3(a,b) ), one needs to collect holes from huge bulk volume which definitely exceeds any reasonable size of domains. Therefore, it seems unlikely to reach the degenerated quantum regime for holes. These estimates provide possibility to evaluate an optimal domain size for different dopant densities. For heavily doped materials, the microstructure of the sample may be rougher (with a significant number of domain walls, interfaces, and grain boundaries) and still maintain a significant concentration of accumulated carriers at the domain walls to exhibit significant conductance. For undoped samples where most of the charge carriers are generated by solar light, and their concentrations are rather low, cleaner structures with larger domain sizes should be preferable.
Charge carrier accumulation at the domain walls is one of the factors that increase the conductance near the domain walls. However, in addition to carrier densities one should take into account the carrier mobility at the walls (Eq. (1)) which is related to many different factors. If the accumulated electron (hole) density at the domain wall reaches a certain value, a high-mobility degenerated two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) (observed, e.g., in field effect transistors) may be created. Recently, it was shown that two-dimensional electron gas could be formed at the interface between perovskite SrTiO 3 and a spinel γ -Al 2 O 3 epitaxial film with compatible oxygen ions sublattices 27 . The formed 2DEG exhibited electron Hall mobilities as large as 1.4 × 10 5 cm 2 /Vs at 2 K. Similar effects were observed at ferroelectric domain walls where the steady metallic-type conductivity reached ~10 9 times that of the parent matrix 28 . The electronic structure within the confinement was calculated by solving the Schroedinger equation for the plane-perpendicular direction in the potential shown in Supplementary (Figs. S2, S6 ). We found that 3 -4 energy levels are contained in the dip of the potential energy before reaching the continuum. For qualitative consideration, one could start with considering only one plane-perpendicular electronic subband and neglect possible multiband effects. To evaluate the charge carrier mobility at the domain wall, one should consider several scattering mechanisms including: (i) phonon related intravalley scattering; (ii) phonon related intervalley g-process scattering; (iii) remote ionized impurity scattering, and; (iv) effects of possible interface (domain wall) roughness 29, 30 . At low temperatures, the last two contributions should dominate. The concentration of positive donor impurities is low in the vicinity of the head-to-head wall ( Fig. 2(a,b) ). Therefore, electrons flowing along the domain wall feel only the electrostatic field of remote positively charge donor impurities positioned near the edges of the conductive channel. The scattering, however, should be much stronger for holes at the tail-to-tail domain wall because the concentration of ionized impurities has a maximum near the wall (not minimum as for the head-to-head walls; Fig. 3) . Table 1 shows the parameters of two-dimensional charge carrier transport calculated in the Born approximation (see Supplementary) for different values of the incline angle θ and donor concentration N d0 = 10 17 cm
. The electron mobility at the head-to-head walls is extremely high and is comparable to the record electron mobility numbers obtained in a specially grown state of the art heterostructure (3.2 × 10 7 cm 2 /Vs) at low temperatures 31 . It means that the 2DEG mobility at charged ferroelectric domain walls of the MAPbI 3 perovskite may be very high. Table 1 clearly indicates that scattering by ionized impurities is much stronger for holes at the tail-to-tail domain walls than for electrons at the head-to-head walls in n-doped material. These numbers for the Calculated for the head-to-head wall (charge carriers -electrons); (b) Calculated for the tail-to-tail wall (charge carriers -holes).
mobility were obtained in an assumption that the electron (hole) gas at the domain wall reaches a quantum state and becomes degenerated. However, it may happen that degeneracy won't be reached. The main factor which regulates the maximal accumulated electron density is the relation between the average size of ferroelectric domain and the thickness of the wall which separates a domain from a neighboring domain and/or from a grain of other material used for scaffolding (e.g., TiO 2 ). If one suggests that array of charged domain walls is dense and consists of alternating sequence of head-to-head and tail-to-tail walls, and if all charged carriers initially positioned between the walls are collected at corresponding walls, the total electron and hole charges at the walls will be the same as they were in the bulk. The difference, however, is that these charge carriers are completely separated, i.e., electrons and holes do not recombine and reach corresponding electrode. If, however, the carrier concentration at the walls reaches the 2DEG regime, the mobility of charge carriers could increase even further which makes the transport even more efficient. This picture, however, is quite approximate, and to simulate these processes, the electron and hole densities should be calculated self-consistently.
In conclusion, we calculated the static conductance of charged head-to-head and tail-to-tail domain walls with different incline angles with respect to the spontaneous polarization vector in the n-and p-doped organometallic uniaxial ferroelectric semiconductor perovskite CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 , in which ferroelectric domains were observed directly using piezoforce microscopy. We showed that the carriers diffuse to domain walls and accumulate there. Due to this accumulation, the static conductance at the domain walls may increase by 3 -4 orders of magnitude in comparison with conductance through the bulk of the material. These results support the transport mechanism suggested in Ref. 16 where it was suggested that the carriers diffuse along these 'ferroelectric highways' toward the electrodes, unimpeded by carriers of the opposite charge. Calculations of the charge carriers mobility confirm that this mechanism could be the reason for the origin of exceptionally long carrier diffusion lengths 8, 32 despite local structural disorder. The high values of domain wall and interfacial conductance may be the main reason of the high efficiency in organometallic solution-processed perovskite solar cells which contain lots of different point and extended defects. However, we do not exclude that other processes such as ionic diffusion 33 and/or bulk photovoltaic effect 34 could also contribute in the transport in these materials. These investigations could shed light on fundamental photovoltaic mechanisms for perovskite-based solar cells and develop other materials based on mesoscopic conductance processes.
